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We are currently in the middle of the counting of the Omer (as we count the days from Passover 

to Shavuot). Tomorrow is Lag B’Omer – the 33rd day of the Omer. “Lag” is how we pronounce 

the Hebrew number 33, spelled lamed-gimel, ל''ג. Lag B’Omer is a day for celebration. 

Tomorrow in Israel there will be bonfires across the country with picnics, joyous singing and 

celebration. Why is Lag B’Omer a celebratory day? 

 

The Talmud offers a powerful explanation. It explains that the Omer is considered to be a period 

of mourning because during the first 32 days of the Omer, 24,000 students of the great sage 

Rabbi Akiva died from a plague. What caused the plague? The Talmud suggests the plague was 

sent because they failed to give one another proper respect. Lag B’Omer marks the day when the 

plague came to its end, and therefore, we celebrate. 

 

The ancient rabbis interpreted the tragedy as God’s way of admonishing people for their serious 

lack of respect for one another. According to the sages, the miracle that occurred on Lag B’Omer 

was God’s reminder that genuine respect and appreciation for the differences among us can 

change the course of history. 

 

The students failed to show each other proper honor and respect (kavod). The Hebrew term 

kavod shares the same letters as the Hebrew word that means “heavy,” (kaved). This heaviness 

implies recognizing another person as significant. It means making the other feel that you want 

to listen, and that he/she has a worthwhile message that only he/she can convey. 

 

The message of Lag B’Omer is that every person is of infinite worth and the values of dignity, 

honor, and respect are of the utmost importance and are something to be celebrated. 

 

Now, I don’t believe that God sends plagues or pandemics, especially not as forms of 

punishment or disdain. But I do believe in our power to stop such plagues, through mutual 

respect, common decency, and kindness. In a 21st century world in which bigotry and hatred are 

unfortunately alive and well, in which people too often put themselves before others, in which 

respect and care are often lacking, Lag B’Omer comes to remind us of the foundational 

importance of kavod, and that we each have a part to play in stopping the plagues and pandemics 

of our modern world. 

 

Shabbat Shalom. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rabbi_Akiva

